Dear Readers,

This year’s Euromoney Magazine survey to select the best transaction banking service provider is on!

The prestigious international financial magazine Euromoney has already launched this year’s edition of its annual survey to collect your opinions about the quality of service offered by banks.

The voting is open from 11 May until 3 July 2015.
Vote for us – your vote counts!

Thank you for the appreciation that you showed Citi Handlowy in the last year’s survey.

Your vote and support is very important to us, and it only takes 10 minutes to complete the survey.

Being partners with you is a pleasure.
Learning what you think about our service is of extreme importance to us. The results of the survey will be published in the October issue of Euromoney magazine.
Bank holidays in June and July 2015

Due to currency holidays (bank holidays in specific countries), customer instructions placed on the following days in June and July 2015 will be processed on subsequent business days:

**June**

01 - KES, NZD, RON, SGD, THB  
02 - IDR  
03 - UGX  
04 - BRL, HRL, PLN, SCR  
05 - DKK, SCR  
08 - AUD, COP, VEF  
09 - UGX  
12 - PHP, RUB  
15 - COP  
16 - ZAR  
17 - ISK  
18 - PKR, SCR  
19 - SEK, TWD  
22 - CNY, HRK  
24 - LTL, VEF  
25 - HRK  
27 - CLP, COP, PEN, SCR, VEF  
30 - CDF

**July**

01 - BWP, CAD, CNY, EGP, HKD, PKR, YHB  
02 - ANG  
06 - CZK, LTL, MWK, ZMW  
07 - ZMW  
09 - ARS  
16 - CLP, IDR, SAR  
17 - IDR, KWD, MYR, SAR, SGD, TRY  
20 - AED, BHD, BWP, COP, IDR, JPY, JOD, QAR  
21 - BWP, IDR  
23 - EGP, OMR  
24 - VEF  
28 - PEN  
29 - PEN  
30 - MAD, THB